Magnetic resonance imaging of the kidneys and adrenal glands.
A simple renal cyst will have low signal intensity on T1-weighted SE images with short TE and short TR because of the long T1 values of the cyst fluid. With increasing TE and TR, cysts demonstrate increased signal intensity due to the long T2 values of the cyst fluid. On T1-weighted images a complicated cyst will have higher signal intensity than a simple cyst; it may not be possible to differentiate these complicated cysts from solid masses. MRI seems to be useful in identifying simple cyst fluid and, therefore, has potential in characterization of cystic lesions considered complex by CT or ultrasound. Unfortunately, imaging techniques have not yet been optimized, diagnostic criteria are somewhat vague, and accuracy has not been established in a representative patient population. Solid masses often can be identified and differentiated from simple, uncomplicated cysts on MR images. The inability to differentiate among various types of solid tumors or to separate these from complicated cysts or inflammatory masses remains a limitation. Most lesions are more readily seen on contrast-enhanced CT than on MR images and therefore the role of MRI in the detection and diagnosis of renal cell carcinoma remains limited. Although the high detection rate of renal cell carcinoma is encouraging, CT is still more sensitive than MR in demonstrating solid lesions less than 3 cm in diameter. MRI cannot be used as a screening modality for renal tumors. MRI seems quite helpful in the staging of renal cell carcinoma. Macroscopic extension into the perinephric fat, tumor extension into the renal vein and the inferior vena cava, and macroscopic metastases to other organs are readily seen. Furthermore, differentiation between enlarged nodes and vessels is possible with MRI. Some authors recommended the use of MRI to stage renal cell carcinoma in patients with known contraindication to contrast, prior suboptimal bolus contrast enhanced CT scan, and equivocal CT findings. MRI can replace the inferior vena cavagram in the staging work-up and MR may be superior to CT for planning the surgical approach in Stage IIIA lesions by determining the upper extent of tumor thrombus within the inferior vena cava or the right atrium.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)